Saint Spyridon College

Year 2/3 Pancake Evening

30th March 2011

On Wednesday the 30th of March 2011, the year 2/3 class hosted a pancake evening at Saint Spyridon College. This night was designed, to showcase a variety of the student’s work and to discuss with parents, the concept of differentiation between the year levels. The night was broken up into five stations, with each station representing a different subject area studied by the students. The following is a recount of the evening, in the children’s own words.

At pancake night it was all about when Miss Dimou got to meet the kids, mums and dads. We got to show what our skills were and the mums and dads came and then we showed them all of the things we have been doing in class. – Dimitri

Station One – Society & Environment

At pancake night I played chasey with Lucas. Efthalia and I showed our S+E experiment to our mums and dads. We dug up one of the objects we buried and showed them if it was decomposing. We have been burying different objects in the garden to see if it will de-compose. So far the apple and cardboard have decomposed.

Yianni K/ Efthalia

Station Two – Physical Education

Panay, Mary and Tara were Greek Dancing. We were dancing the Zorba and we were dancing in front of everyone. We had a lovely time and we got a pancake at the party. Our mums, our dads, our sisters and brothers were there and they said we were the best ever.

Panay/ Tara/ Mary/ Kosta
Station Three - English

We were reading ‘pets should live inside’ and ‘hats should be worn at school’. These are some persuasive writing things we have been doing in class. When we write persuasive writing there needs to be a title, introduction, arguments and conclusion. Persuasive writing means we try to convince someone that what we are saying is right!

Kayla/ Lucas/ Riley

Station Four – Religious Education

We made a book about the Lord’s Prayer and on Pancake night we were talking about what we have been doing in R.E. When we showed our Lord’s Prayer book we wrote meanings about the prayer. We said the Lord’s Prayer and showed the pictures.

Yasmin/ Mhirron/ Yianni

Station Five – Mathematics

We were showing our maths project. We have been doing a maths measurement project and measuring our fingers and our arm to see if it is the same length. We were showing our mums and dads our books which we have been using for this project and then we showed them our maths detective badges too!

Paris/ Lillie Mae/ Dimitri/ Aristides